Abstract. The structure of the cohomology of a complex semisimple Lie algebra with coefficients in an arbitrary Verma module is completely determined. Because the Verma modules are infinite-dimensional, the cohomology need not vanish (as it does for nontrivial finite-dimensional modules 
1. Introduction. Let g be a finite-dimensional complex semisimple Lie algebra, let b he a Borel subalgebra of g, and let Ug, Ub denote the universal algebras of g, b respectively. If W is a finite-dimensional irreducible left Ub module (W is one-dimensional by Lie's theorem) then Ug ®ub W is a left Ug module. Here we regard Ug as a (Ug, Ub) bimodule; i.e. Ug is a left Ug, right Ub module with commuting action because of the associative law. The "induced" modules Ug ®ub W, where W varies, are called Verma modules [1], [14] , [15] . They enjoy many pleasant properties and are beginning to play an increasingly important role in the unitary representation theory of semisimple Lie groups. .
In this paper we give the structure of the cohomology Hk(g, Ug ®Ub W) of g with coefficients in Ug ® Ub W for all k and for all W. The main result is Theorem 4.19. We compute the cohomology of the dual module (Ug ®Ub W)* = UomUb(Ug, W*) as well (Theorem 4.15) and, in fact, we obtain Theorem 4.19 by applying a duality theorem (Theorem 3.4) which is the slight independent interest.
The modules Ug ®UbW are infinite-dimensional of course and, as our results show, the cohomology spaces Hk(g, Ug ®vb W) can very well be nonzero. In contrast, the classical Whitehead Lemmas assert that when F is a finite-dimensional nontrivial g module, the cohomology spaces Hk(g, V) are always zero [11] . Even though the modules Ug ®ub W, (Ug ®m W)* are infinite-dimensional, Theorems 4.15, 4.19 show that the cohomology is always finite-dimensional.
Using Theorem 4.19 in conjunction with a certain spectral sequence we obtain a vanishing theorem, Theorem 5.9, for the cohomology of a Verma module tensored with a finite-dimensional module.
In §6 we present a simple counterexample which shows that a result claimed by H. Kimura in [13] is false.
We wish to express special thanks to Professor Bertram Kostant for calling to our attention certain formulas in Cartan-Eilenberg [3] (which we have used here decisively) and for rendering generous advice during various stages of this work.
2. Verma modules. Throughout this paper g will denote a complex semisimple (finite-dimensional) Lie algebra. Choose a Cartan subalgebra h of g and let A denote the set of nonzero roots of g relative to h. The Killing form (, ) is nondegenerate on h so for each a in A we can choose Ha in h such that (H,Ha) = a(H) (2.1)
for all H in h. Let hR be the real vector space generated by the Ha, a E A. hR is a real form of h and ( , )\h is a real inner product on hR. Relative to some lexicographic ordering on the real dual space h% of hR choose a set A+ c A of positive roots. Let tibe a corresponding system of simple roots. We set n -2 &> ñ = 2 8-a>
where ga is one-dimensional root space corresponding to a £ A. Then g = h + n + ñ, n, ñ are nilpotent, and b, b are Borel (i.e. maximal solvable) subalgebras of g. The Weyl group % of g relative to h is by definition the group generated by the linear transformations pa:hR-+ hR where
% is in fact a finite group generated by the simple reflections p", « E tt. If a is a Lie algebra Ua will denote its universal enveloping algebra. If ax is a subalgebra of a we will always consider Uax as the subalgebra of Ua generated by ax, 1. Now let X E h* (complex dual space of h) be given. Then we can regard the complex number field C as a b module: (H + x) • z = \(H)z where (H, x, z) E h X « x C; see (2.2 We shall also be interested in the contragredient action of g on the dual The groups ExtkUa(U, V) are well defined, being independent of the choice of resolution because any two projective résultions are homotopically equivalent. For U = F with a acting trivially we have
Hk (a, V) is the kth dimensional cohomology group of a with coefficients in V. Now F admits a "standard" Ua projective resolution: viz.
... -» Ua ®F AW ->-» Ua ®F A°a-^F where e is the augmentation epimorphism. The differential dk is given by
for Xj in a. In view of (3.2) the definition of Hk(a, V) given in (3.1) coincides
with that given by Chevalley-Eilenberg in [4] .
Dual to the groups in (3.1) are the kth dimensional homology groups Hk(a, V) of a with coefficients in a right Ua module V, defined by
see [3] . We remark that because the universal enveloping algebra Ua admits an antipodism one can always convert left Ua modules V into right Ua modules by setting v • x = -x • v, (x, v) E a x V. Now we present a basic duality theorem which is valid for arbitrary (i.e. infinite-dimensional) modules. This theorem is based on duality formulas in [3] . On the other hand if W is any left a module and W is the corresponding right a module induced by the antipodism of Ua (see remark following (3.3)) then
by [3, p. 288 ], where n = dim a.
Taking W= V* with the left module structure given by (2.6) we get W = V* with the right module structure given in (3.7). Thus by (3.9), (3.10)
we get
Hk (a, V)* = H"-k (a, A"a ® V*) (3.11) as desired. 4 . Cohomology computations. In this section we apply the duality theorem and key results of Kostant [12] to obtain the cohomology of a Verma module and its dual. We shall also make the Hochschild-Serre spectral sequence [9] . The starting point is a Lie-algebraic version of Shapiro's Lemma which in classical finite theory relates the cohomology of a module with that of the induced module. The precise result needed is the following. Lemma 4.2 follows from a general result of Dixmier [7] . However a proof for the special case at hand is rather immediate; see [8] . Now let X E h* be arbitrary. Then by Theorem 4.1 Clearly formula (4.21) is quite similar in form to the "dimension shifting" formula of Bott [2] (or Demazure [5] ) for the sheaf cohomology of certain line bundles in connection with the Borel-Weil Theorem.
5. The spectral sequence induced by filtered submodules. The tensor product of a Verma module with a finite-dimensional module always has a finite decreasing filtration by submodules such that the corresponding subquotients are Verma modules. Using such a filtration we construct a spectral sequence whose first order terms Ep'q are thep + q dimensional cohomology of Verma modules. Applying Theorem 4.19 we obtain a vanishing theorem, Theorem 5.9, for the cohomology of the tensor product.
Let a be a Lie algebra and let V he an a module. Suppose V has a decreasing filtration by submodules {Vp)peZ (Z is the set of integers): 2). However we shall give a direct proof of (6.2)-one which is therefore independent of Theorem 4.19. We remark that part of Kimura's statement is true. Namely if -X =£ each simple root then H\g, V) = 0. Now we assume g is the Lie algebra sl(3, C) of 3 X 3 complex matrices of trace zero. There are two simple roots ax, a2: for all x,y in g, then w is trivial; i.e. there exists a v in V such that
for all x in g. Thus suppose w E Hom(g, V) is given which satisfies (6.7). Considering V as an h module (h a Cartan subalgebra) one has Hl(h,V) = 0. for H E h, x E ga, a E A. If a G A+ in particular then by Proposition 6.6 a is not a weight. Thus by 6.13 we must have w(xj) = Xj v, j = 1, 2, 3; (6.14)
see (6.4) . To be specific assume X = -ax. Then -a2 is not a weight by Proposition 6.6 and, similarly, (6.13) implies (see (6.4))
»W" v2-ü. Clearly (6.10), (6.14), (6.15) and (6.18) imply (6.7)' and we have thus proved (6. 2) for X = -a,. The case X = -a2 is entirely similar. The above example can be generalized, of course, and much of our arguments remain valid up to a point for any cyclic module with a highest weight. However the crucial property of Verma modules which we exploited was the absence of zero divisors with respect ot the Uñ action.
